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Abstract In 2018, NASA will launch InSight, a single-station suite of geophysi-1

cal instruments, designed to characterise the martian interior. We investigate the2

seismo-acoustic signal generated by a bolide entering the martian atmosphere and3

exploding in a terminal airburst, and assess this phenomenon as a potential ob-4

servable for the SEIS seismic payload. Terrestrial analogue data from four recent5

events are used to identify diagnostic airburst characteristics in both the time and6

frequency domain.7

In order to estimate a potential number of detectable events for InSight, we8

first model the impactor source population from observations made on the Earth,9

scaled for planetary radius, entry velocity and source density. We go on to calculate10

a range of potential airbursts from the larger incident impactor population. We11

estimate there to be ∼1000 events of this nature per year on Mars. To then derive12

a detectable number of airbursts for InSight, we scale this number according to13

atmospheric attenuation, air-to-ground coupling inefficiencies and by instrument14

capability for SEIS. We predict between 10–200 detectable events per year for15

InSight.16

Keywords Meteors · Airbursts · Mars · Atmospheric processes17

1 Introduction18

An airburst is the explosion of a meteoroid (bolide) in a planetary atmosphere,19

before impact into its surface. On Earth, airbursts are a well-documented source of20

both seismic and acoustic energy (Edwards and Hildebrand, 2004; Revelle et al.,21

2004; Arrowsmith et al., 2007; Edwards et al., 2007). A recent example is the22

Chelyabinsk event over Russia in early 2013 (Brown et al., 2013), which was ob-23

served optically, as well as seismically and by infrasound detectors. The mecha-24

nisms for generating seismic and acoustic signals are reviewed by Edwards et al.25

(2008) and summarised in Figure 1. Here we focus on the airwave generated by26

the terminal blast, together with the ground coupled seismic waves and assess the27

possibility of these signals being detected by the InSight mission.28

Typically bolides enter planetary atmospheres at very high velocity (∼10 km s−1)29

and thus experience a strong frictional drag and a high dynamic pressure. Airbursts30

occur when the dynamic pressure overcomes the intrinsic compressive strength of31

the bolide. In a dense atmosphere like that of the Earth, fragmentation and air-32

bursts are likely across a wide range of material strengths. Even in the much more33

tenuous martian atmosphere, we still might expect to observe airbursts, since the34

density of the Earth’s atmosphere at 35 km altitude is comparable to the martian35

atmosphere at the surface, and most airbursts on the Earth occur above ∼30 km36

(Bland and Artemieva, 2006). There is also evidence that airbursts occur on Mars37

(Figure 2), where it is possible to observe radial blast patterns with no associ-38

ated crater. It is at the sub-terminal point, directly beneath the airburst location,39

that the acoustic energy released is most strongly coupled into the ground, thence40

propagating as seismic waves.41

In 2018, NASA’s InSight lander will deploy a single-station suite of geophysical42

instruments on Mars’ surface to monitor planetary heat flow and seismic activity43

in order to determine the present state of the martian interior. One of InSight’s44

primary science goals is to “measure the rate of meteorite impacts on the surface45
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of Mars” (NASA, 2013). However, there are expected to be very few events large46

enough to be globally detectable during the nominal mission, with Teanby and47

Wookey (2011) and Teanby (2015) predicting around 1 globally detectable event48

per year. Therefore, smaller local or regional events must be relied upon for a more49

statistically robust measurement of the current impactor flux. However, smaller50

bolides entering the atmosphere of a planet are more likely to fragment (assuming51

size invariant mechanical properties) and result in an airburst (Collins et al., 2005;52

Williams et al., 2014).53

Airburst signals thus have the potential to play an important role in our un-54

derstanding of Mars’ impactor population. It follows that in order to understand55

the processes of meteor interactions with Mars and determine their rate of oc-56

currence, we must be able to identify and distinguish such events in the seismic57

record from InSight. In this paper, we determine a diagnostic set of characteristics58

from seismic recordings of terrestrial airbursts, which can be used to distinguish an59

air-to-ground coupled wave from other seismic sources, such as marsquakes or im-60

pacts. We then go on to estimate the annual number of airburst events occurring on61

Mars, from current knowledge of the meteor source population (Hartmann, 2005;62

Daubar et al., 2013; Williams et al., 2014) and an understanding of the physics63

behind the break-up process (Hills and Goda, 1993; Collins et al., 2005; Ivanov64

et al., 1997). Finally, using this estimate, and by defining detectability criteria65

for InSight based on instrument performance, atmospheric attenuation and noise66

models, we estimate the number of airburst events detectable by InSight.67

2 Seismo-acoustic characteristics of an airburst68

We first compile a terrestrial dataset of seismic recordings of airburst events and69

use these as an analogue of future events on Mars. Our aim is to understand and70

quantify the diagnostic properties of airbursts as a source of seismic energy and to71

be able to distinguish them from marsquakes, impacts and other seismic sources.72

We recognise, however, that even for Earth where we have a well developed network73

of seismic stations, source characterisation is still a challenging and controversial74

area (Douglas, 2013). It is only when several distinctive features are observed in75

parallel that any degree of confidence can be claimed.76

2.1 Terrestrial analogue airburst data77

We obtained data from four recent airburst events between 2000-2013: the Antarc-78

tic super-bolide; the Chelyabinsk super-bolide; the Neuschwannstein bolide; and79

the Oregon State bolide. These events were chosen because they were both rel-80

atively large and occurred recently enough to be recorded on high performance81

seismometers, resulting in relatively high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) across a sig-82

nificant number of stations. Data were obtained from the Incorporated Research83

Institutions for Seismology (IRIS) database and the International Monitoring Sys-84

tem (IMS) of the Comprehensive Nuclear Test-ban Treaty (CTBT). Event details85

are summarised in Table 1.86
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2.2 Seismo-acoustic characteristics of an airburst87

A persistent challenge facing seismologists is the problem of distinguishing differ-88

ent source types using only information contained within the seismic trace (Dou-89

glas, 2013). This can be especially difficult with an airburst source, particularly90

at large distances, since only a fraction of the blast energy is coupled into the91

ground. There are a number of characteristic features, however, which, when ob-92

served collectively, can be taken to be diagnostic of an atmospheric airburst. The93

terrestrial recordings are now used to characterise airburst events in both the time94

and frequency domains.95

2.2.1 Airwave arrivals96

The presence of a direct airwave arrival is the most definitive evidence of an at-97

mospheric explosion having taken place. Figure 3 shows an example of the airwave98

arrival from the Chelyabinsk superbolide. Airwaves typically manifest themselves99

as low frequency late arrivals, that could potentially be confused with regular100

surface waves. The key diagnostic of a direct airwave is an arrival with a group101

velocity close to the speed of sound in air (or slower in the case of atmospheric102

refractions). Positive identification will thus require an approximate event origin103

time, based on P/S differential travel times for example.104

Airwaves also result in significant atmospheric pressure variations, which have105

the potential to be measured by InSight’s pressure sensor. The pressure sensor’s106

primary goal is to allow pressure decorrelation to reduce seismic noise (Murdoch107

et al., 2016). It has a bandwidth of 0.01–1 Hz covering the seismic range, possibly108

overlapping with the peak frequency of the largest airburst events. A simultaneous109

detection on InSight’s pressure sensor would provide excellent source discrimina-110

tion information, as a conventional marsquake would not produce an associated111

pressure signal. However, with increasing distance from the source it becomes less112

likely that this airwave will be observed. Atmospheric attenuation of sound is much113

more severe on Mars than on Earth because CO2 has very strong molecular absorp-114

tion at acoustic and sub-acoustic frequencies (Williams, 2001; Bass and Chambers,115

2001; Petculescu and Lueptow, 2007). Therefore, dissipation of the shockwave due116

to atmospheric attenuation, particularly in the highly attenuating CO2-dominated117

martian atmosphere (Chaisson and McMillan, 2005; Williams, 2001; Hanford and118

Long, 2009), means that on Mars smaller airburst events will only be detectable119

at local scales (100’s of kilometres). This makes the conversion of energy into less120

attenuating seismic waves all the more important.121

2.2.2 Ground coupled seismic waveforms122

Energy coupled into the ground at the sub-terminal point will travel much further123

than the direct airwaves, especially on Mars where the solid body seismic attenu-124

ation is expected to be much lower than for atmospheric sound propagation. The125

characteristics of these seismic arrivals can provide evidence of an explosive source126

in three main ways.127

Firstly, the P/S amplitude ratio is always higher for explosions. Due to the128

mechanism of air-ground coupling, very little shear force is coupled into the ground.129

Figure 4 shows the relationship between P-wave and S-wave amplitudes from a130
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series of earthquakes and subterranean nuclear test explosions compared to our131

airburst dataset - specifically the Chelyabinsk and Oregon State Bolides, due to132

their coherent signals and good SNR. It is clear from this data that the P/S133

amplitude ratio is higher for the airbursts than for the other two sources. For a134

single seismic station, application will be challenging, as the source polarisation135

will be unknown and the P/S ratio will be affected by the source radiation pattern.136

If the source back azimuth is aligned with a fault source’s S nodal plane, then it137

is possible that a marsquake could also have a high P/S amplitude ratio. This138

criteria could therefore be used to reject potential airbursts, but cannot be used139

to provide unambiguous detections.140

Secondly, another diagnostic effect of the air to ground coupling mechanism is141

the polarity of the first arrival (Figure 5). The first motion recorded at every station142

should theoretically be compressive, because the shockwave hitting the ground will143

result in a compressive wave propagating in all directions. In reality, complicating144

factors such as scattering or re-activation of regional fracture systems may induce145

a rarefactional component. With a single station, we would expect approximately146

half of the first arrivals from marsquakes to also have a compressive first motion.147

So, again, this criteria can be used to reject potential airbursts but not provide148

a definitive identification. The presence of noise may also make the first motion149

difficult to uniquely determine (e.g. Douglas, 2013).150

Finally, the energy from the airburst does not couple into the ground at a151

single point (the sub-terminal point). In reality, the shockwave will couple into152

the ground along a significant portion of the source-receiver path, leading to an153

emergent pulse envelope shape. This is commonly observed in seismic recordings of154

sonic booms from meteor entry and supersonic aircraft and may provide another155

diagnostic feature of the first arrival seismic precursors.156

2.2.3 Frequency content157

Knowledge of the source-receiver distance and frequency content of the seismic158

signal observed from an airburst will allow the yield to be estimated using empirical159

scaling relationships such as that proposed by Revelle (1997).160

log10

(
Es

2

)
= 3.34 log10

(
1

f0

)
− 2.58 (1)

where f0 is the dominant airwave frequency (Hz) and Es is the source energy161

release in kilotonnes TNT equivalent (1 kT TNT is equivalent to 4.18×1012J).162

Note that this relation was derived for the dominant frequency of an atmospheric163

source from low altitude nuclear explosions. We assume that an airburst of similar164

yield will generate similar frequencies, which should provide a reasonable first165

approximation. Furthermore, as the air-coupled seismic waves are generated close166

to the source, it also will approximately correspond to the dominant frequency167

of the converted seismic wave generated at the air-regolith interface. However,168

with increasing source-receiver distance, the frequency content of the measured169

signal will be dominated by lower frequencies because of atmospheric attenuation.170

Therefore, corrections will need to be applied to back-out the dominant source171

frequency. With stations at a range of distances, the dominant frequency at the172

source can be determined from linear regression.173
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To test if this is viable we performed frequency regression for the Oregon Bolide174

event. Before extracting the peak arrival frequencies from each seismic component,175

a site correction was applied to all stations (Figure 6) using the Horizontal to176

Vertical Spectral Ratio method (HVSR) (Nakamura, 2000), which characterises177

site response based on seismic noise. For the P, S, and airwave arrivals we then178

determined the peak frequency from a Fourier Transform, after windowing around179

each arrival, removing the trend, and applying a standard Hanning taper. The180

corrected peak frequency is shown as a function of source-receiver distance in181

Figure 7. The trend of decreasing frequencies with increasing distance is clear.182

The regression line can be used to estimate the peak airwave frequency at zero183

offset, which can then be used in equation 1 to estimate the yield. The Oregon184

bolide has an estimated source frequency f0=4–20 Hz, which implies a yield of185

≈0.2–50 kg TNT equivalent.186

On Mars it will not be possible to use regression to calculate the source dom-187

inant frequency because only a single station will be available. An estimate will188

be required instead, which could be based on modelled attenuation properties of189

the martian atmosphere combined with an estimated source-receiver distance. A190

significant amount of work is being carried out to try to understand the controlling191

factors acting on the attenuation. In particular it has been shown that altitude,192

source frequency, temperature structure, and prevailing wind direction all have193

a significant impact (Brissaud et al., 2016; Garcia et al., 2016). These, and sim-194

ilar studies will be of critical importance in our understanding of the effect of195

attenuation.196

The frequency-yield relationship is important because it could help us infer the197

size-frequency distribution of the Mars impactor population from the statistical198

proxy of small airburst events. In some cases it may also be possible to observe199

airburst events from associated radial blast zones in orbital imagery - this way,200

the location and approximate altitude will be known and observations of peak201

frequency may be calibrated for distance.202

3 Population of airburst events on Mars203

We now estimate the number of airbursts occurring on Mars. This requires consid-204

eration of the incoming meteor population at the top of the martian atmosphere205

and the physical processes involved in catastrophic breakup which give rise to206

airbursts.207

3.1 Incident bolide population208

Potential impactors for the terrestrial planets come from three sources in our solar209

system (Ivanov, 2001); asteroids, which fall either into the main belt between210

Mars and Jupiter, or are classed Near Earth Objects (NEOs) and whose orbits211

may intersect those of the terrestrial planets; Jupiter family comets, which have212

orbits strongly influenced by the gravitational perturbations of Jupiter; and the213

long-period comets, whose orbits take them into the far reaches of the solar system214

and which are thought to originate in the Oort Cloud. It is believed that the size-215

frequency distribution (SFD) of the impactors has been relatively constant in the216
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solar system since the Late Heavy Bombardment (LHB) episode (Werner et al.,217

2002).218

To constrain the current source population at Mars we use a combination219

of recent crater observations (Malin et al., 2006; Daubar et al., 2013), martian220

cratering isochrons (Hartmann, 2005), and modified estimates of the Earth source221

population (Brown et al. (2002)a).222

Brown et al. (2002)a use satellite observations of impact flashes to estimate223

the source population of bolides hitting the top of the Earth’s atmosphere to be:224

log10(N⊕) = a⊕ − b⊕ log10E (2)

where N⊕ is the cumulative number of impactors hitting the Earth per year with225

an energy greater than or equal to E measured in kilo-tonnes TNT. The constants226

a⊕ and b⊕ are empirically fitted constants, with values of a⊕=0.5677 and b⊕=0.9227

(Brown et al. (2002)a).228

To map this source population to Mars we rescale the distribution as follows:229

log10(N) = a⊕ − b⊕ log10E − b⊕ log10

v2e
v2m

+ log10

r2m
r2e

+ log10

vm
ve

+ log10 fm (3)

where ve=20.3 km s−1 is the mean impactor velocity for Earth (Brown et al.230

(2002)a), vm=10.2 km s−1 is the mean impactor velocity at Mars (Williams et al.,231

2014), re=6371 km is Earth’s radius, rm=3390 km is Mars’ radius, and fm = 1.885232

is the ratio of number density of impactors at Mars (number/km3 of a given di-233

ameter) to the number density of impactors at Earth (Williams et al., 2014). The234

four correction terms on the right hand side of Equation 3 respectively correct for:235

differences in kinetic energy due to difference in mean impactor velocity; differ-236

ences in the surface area of Mars and Earth; reduction in flux due to the slower237

mean impactor velocity at Mars; and ratio of impactor number densities at Mars238

compared to Earth. This can be simplified to:239

log10(N) = a− b⊕ log10E (4)

where a = −0.54 based on Brown et al. (2002)a and Williams et al. (2014).240

As a check on this result we compare this to new crater observations from dif-241

ferential imaging campaigns (Malin et al., 2006; Daubar et al., 2013) and martian242

crater isochrons (Hartmann, 2005). Malin et al. (2006) observed 20 new craters243

with Mars Global Surveyor and Daubar et al. (2013) detected 44 using Mars Re-244

connaissance Orbiter. Both studies use low albedo impact blast patterns caused245

by dust clearing to detect recent impacts, then use differential imaging to confirm246

the presence of a new crater. The time between images and spatial coverage of247

the areas studies are then used to determine present-day cratering rates. The de-248

rived cratering rates are within a factor of three of the independently determined249

isochrons of Hartmann (2005). To compare these cratering results to the bolide250

energy distribution in Equation 4, differential crater numbers were first binned by251

size to obtain cumulative cratering rates: i.e. the number of new craters larger than252

a given diameter forming on Mars per year. Crater diameters were then converted253

into equivalent bolide kinetic energies using the scaling relations in Teanby and254

Wookey (2011) assuming no energy loss during atmospheric entry.255

Large craters should be minimally effected by Mars’ atmosphere and should256

be consistent with the source population predictions. Williams et al. (2014) found257
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the effects of atmospheric fragmentation are most significant for 2–20 m craters, so258

we regard 50 m craters and above as being minimally effected by the atmosphere.259

Figure 8 compares the modified Brown et al. (2002)a distribution to that inferred260

from cratering records. As expected the small craters fall below the predicted261

source population due to a combination of fragmentation, ablation, and detection262

bias. Equation 4 is consistent with the upper range of Hartmann (2005)’s 1-year263

isochron for our diameter range of interest, although we note that the Hartmann264

isochrons include atmospheric filtering from Popova et al. (2003), which reduces265

the number of small diameter craters (<50 m). The new crater observations are266

around a factor of three below the isochron-based estimates (Malin et al., 2006;267

Daubar et al., 2013), but are consistent to within error.268

In the rest of this paper, to cover the range of estimates in the literature we269

use a value of a = −1± 0.5 and b⊕ = 0.9 where the uncertainty on a is chosen to270

give a factor of three error in N . Using Equation 4 with these values then gives a271

conservative estimate of the source population at Mars.272

3.2 Airburst forming process273

Airbursts occur when an incoming meteor or asteroid interacts with a planetary274

atmosphere in such a way that critical failure occurs. Upon entry into a planetary275

atmosphere, a bolide will experience aerodynamic drag and dynamic pressure,276

which both tend to increase with decreasing altitude due to increasing atmospheric277

density. Stage one of an airburst occurs when the compressive strength of the278

meteor, Sbolide, is exceeded by the dynamic pressure (stagnation pressure) acting279

on its leading hemisphere. Stagnation pressure Ps is given by:280

Ps = ρatmV
2
B (5)

where VB is bolide velocity and ρatm is the atmospheric density (Hills and281

Goda, 1993; Collins et al., 2005). Atmospheric density ρatm as a function of alti-282

tude z can be reasonably approximated using:283

ρatm = ρ0 exp
(−z
H

)
(6)

where H=11.1 km is the atmospheric scale height and ρ0=0.02 kg m−3 is the284

surface atmospheric density (Williams, 2004b). Throughout our analysis we neglect285

the effects of ablation, which is a reasonable approximation for meteoroid velocities286

of ∼10 km s−1 or less (Williams, 2004b). In the absence of ablation, the bolide287

velocity VB along its trajectory can be calculated using (Collins et al., 2005):288

VB = V0 exp

(
−3ρatmCDH

4ρBD sin θ

)
(7)

where V0 is the entry velocity, CD is the drag coefficient, ρB is the bolide289

density, D is the bolide diameter, and θ is the entry angle from horizontal. We290

assume CD=0.91 based on supersonic gas gun experiments with spheres by Hodges291

(1957), which is consistent with modelling by Carter et al. (2009). The criteria for292

initiation of an airburst with strength Sbolide is (Tirskiy and Khanukaeva, 2004;293

ReVelle, 2004; Ceplecha and ReVelle, 2005):294
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ρatmV
2
B ≥ Sbolide (8)

While this criteria is met, the bolide will deform.295

For Earth’s dense atmosphere, the strength of most plausible impactor mate-296

rials is well below the dynamic pressures encountered for a wide range of bolide297

sizes. In fact the steepness of the dynamic pressure curves means that on Earth the298

material strength does not play a critical role in determining if deformation occurs299

as the strength is exceeded at altitudes above 10 km for most small impactors.300

However, dynamic pressures on Mars are much lower due to the more tenuous301

atmosphere. The typical strength of carbonaceous chondrite laboratory samples302

(≈30 MPa (Tsuchiyama et al., 2009)) is never exceeded, implying that deformation303

and subsequent airbursts would never be initiated. Based on the imaging results we304

know that at least some airbursts do occur, suggesting that the effective strength305

of bolides could in fact be much less than that measured in laboratory samples.306

Current knowledge of effective impactor strength is based on observations307

and modelling of atmospheric fireball events on Earth combined with labora-308

tory measurements on millimetre to decametre size meteorites. In many stud-309

ies the strength is assumed to be mass-dependent, with larger impactors being310

weaker due to the increased abunadnce of fractures. This is usually expressed as311

Sbolide = S0(m0/mbolide)c, where S0 and m0 are a reference strength and mass312

and c is an empirically derived constant (e.g. Popova et al., 2011). However, the313

distribution of strengths inferred from well documented falls is highly scattered314

and as a result c is not well determined,. This can be seen in Popova et al. (2011)315

(their Figure 4), where derived strengths take values in the range 0.01–10 MPa316

with no definitive trend. Therefore, our approach is to take a single representative317

value for Sbolide. We assume a material strength of Sbolide=0.65 MPa, which was318

found to provide a good match to martian crater clusters when used in atmo-319

spheric entry modelling by Williams et al. (2014). Our assumed value of 0.65 MPa320

is also consistent with measurements of the strength of fractured stony material,321

which could be appropriate for chondritic bolide types (1.0MPa, Hoek (1983)).322

Figure 9 shows the trajectories of various impactor sizes in terms of dynamic323

pressure using the parameters in Table 2. Figure 9 also shows typical bulk com-324

pressive strengths for Iron and Carbonaceous Chondrite meteors. Where these325

lines intersect, the criteria in Equation 8 has been exceeded and deformation will326

begin.327

Stage two of an airburst is the so-called pancaking phase (Collins et al., 2005;328

Bland and Artemieva, 2006; Stulov, 2010), whereby the bolide begins to deform329

and spread laterally. If the deformation is large enough, catastrophic fragmentation330

and an airburst will occur. Here we follow the methodology developed by Collins331

et al. (2005), which we briefly summarise below.332

If the conditions of Equation 8 are met, then the rate of deformation is con-333

trolled by the physical properties of the bolide according to the parameter If .334

If =
4.07CDHSbolide

ρbDV 2
0 sin θ

(9)

If If is greater than 1, then little to no deformation will occur and the bolide335

will impact the surface without having undergone any significant alteration. Con-336

versely, if If is less than 1, significant deformation will occur. The altitude zdef337

where deformation begins can be calculated using:338
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zdef = −H
(

ln

(
Sbolide

ρ0V 2
0

)
+ 1.308− 0.314If − 1.303

√
1− If

)
(10)

The length scale over which this deformation occurs is given by ldisp:339

ldisp = D sin θ

√
ρb

CDρatm(zdef )
(11)

The dispersion diameter Ddisp of the bolide, i.e. the width of the pancake, at340

a given altitude is then given by:341

Ddisp = D

√
1 +

(
2H

ldisp

)2 (
exp

(zdef − z
2H

)
− 1
)2

(12)

The criteria we use (after Collins et al. (2005)) to define the moment when an342

airburst occurs in this process is when Ddisp ≥ 7D, or when the pancaking radius343

exceeds seven times the original bolide diameter. It is at this point that all of the344

kinetic energy of the incident meteor can be said to have been deposited in the345

atmosphere as a terminal blast. Note that the pancake criteria is not supposed to346

be an accurate representation of what happens during an airburst, but is simply a347

way to parameterise the process and give a reasonable match to observed break-up348

altitudes (Collins et al., 2005).349

3.3 Airburst population350

To determine the population of airbursts on Mars we combine the size-frequency351

distribution from section 3.1 with the theory outlined in section 3.2. We consider352

three types of bolides – Iron; Ordinary Chondritic (OC); and Carbonacous Chon-353

dritic (CC) – whose properties are summarised in Table 2. Mars’ bolide population354

is expected to be similar to that of the near-Earth asteroids, which is mostly com-355

posed of carbonaceous and ordinary chondrites (Brown et al. (2002)a).356

Figure 10 shows the altitude where airbursts occur for a given incident energy.357

In these calculations we assume representative values for entry angle (45◦), im-358

pactor velocity (10.2 km s−1), and bolide strength (0.65 MPa). These are represen-359

tative population-mean values only. In reality the spread in entry angle, velocity,360

and composition of individual events will lead to a spread in airburst altitudes.361

However, these effects are expected to be small compared to the uncertainty in-362

troduced by the impactor population, so we consider the mean values only for363

simplicity.364

Small bolides with diameters less than ∼0.1 m are slowed down by atmospheric365

drag so much that dynamic pressure never exceeds their strength and they result366

in a low velocity surface impact. Mid-sized bolides in the ∼0.1–2 m range are367

less effected by drag, so retain enough velocity that their strength is exceeded368

by dynamic pressure, which results in an airburst. Large bolides over ∼2 m also369

encounter dynamic pressures which exceed their strength, but are not significantly370

slowed by the atmosphere and so do not have enough time to meet the pancaking371

criteria - these also impact the surface. Therefore, airbursts only form for a narrow372

range of impactor energies from ∼10−5-100 kT TNT. The maximum altitude an373

airburst occurs is around 10 km for energies of ∼10−3 kT TNT.374
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Figure 10d summarises our airburst population as a function of yield, where375

we assume that the yield of the airburst is equal to the kinetic energy of the bolide376

at the onset of deformation. This population contains a factor of three error from377

the overall martian bolide population estimates, but also at least a further factor378

of three error due to the uncertainty in bolide strength and the airburst process.379

Therefore, we assume a factor of five uncertainty in these estimates. Nominally, we380

estimate ∼1000 airbursts per year occurring on Mars with yields of ∼10−5-100 kT381

TNT. The majority of these are at the lowest energies and will be extremely382

challenging to detect. Only ∼50 events per year are expected to have yields over383

10−3 kT TNT. A lower bound estimate of 0.8 airburst events per year is derived384

from observation of crater-free radial blast patterns observed in the dusty regions385

of Mars in a study by Daubar et al. (2013), although no systematic search has386

ever been carried out for these airbursts.387

4 Estimated airburst detectability with InSight388

Detectability of an airburst depends not only on the yield of the terminal blast, but389

also on martian atmospheric properties and air-ground coupling efficiency, which in390

turn depends on the dominant frequency generated in the blast and the altitude at391

which it occurs. Estimating the detection rates contains considerable uncertainty392

and at present relies on many poorly constrained processes. Our approach here is393

to make order of magnitude estimates of the detection rates based on terrestrial394

analogues for the seismic amplitude generated during atmospheric explosions.395

Based on scaling relations derived by Gupta and Hartenberger (1981), Brown396

et al. (2002) propose the following relationship relating the yield of an explosion397

Y (kT TNT) to the Rayleigh wave air-ground coupled wave amplitude vg (m s−1):398

Y =
χr2(2.748× 102αvg)1.738

γ
(13)

where r is the source-receiver range (m), α is the coupling factor, γ is a factor399

for surface consolidation, and χ is the transmissivity (defined as the reciprocal of400

the transmission coefficient T ). Here we follow Brown et al. (2002) and use γ = 0.1401

and α = 10−6, which are considered appropriate for unconsolidated sediment. Note402

that α has a large uncertainty and values in the range 10−7–10−4 have been used in403

the literature (see discussion in Brown et al., 2002). Transmissivity χ is dependent404

on the impedance contrast between the air and the ground (where impedance is405

defined as the product of the wave velocity and the density of the medium through406

which is travels) and is defined by:407

χ =
1

T
=
Z1 + Z0

2Z0
(14)

where Z0 is the impedance of the air and Z1 is the impedance in the ground.408

We take the impedance of air to be 4.8 Nsm−3 (calculated assuming a martian409

acoustic velocity of 240 m/s−1 and an atmospheric surface density of 0.02 kg/m3)410

and the impedance of the unconsolidated sandy soil to be 153.3 Nsm−3 (assuming a411

regolith wave velocity of 105 m/s−1 (Watkins and Kovach, 1973) and a soil density412

of 1460 kg/m3 (Balco and Stone, 2003)). This results in a transmissivity of 1.5×104
413

between the martian atmosphere and its unconsolidated regolith layer.414
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On Mars, we must account for additional attenuation by the CO2 atmosphere.415

Attenuation of sound waves occurs via viscous damping, thermal conduction, and416

excitation and relaxation of molecular vibrations and rotational modes (Williams,417

2001; Brissaud et al., 2016; Garcia et al., 2016). The main contributor to absorption418

on Mars is molecular relaxation. Here we use the approach outlined in Brissaud419

et al. (2016) for absorption due to viscous damping and thermal conduction, with420

additional CO2 molecular absorption following Garcia et al. (2016) for a wind-free421

nominal Mars atmospheric temperature-pressure profile. The total attenuation is422

calculated by integrating each absorption contribution along the atmospheric ray423

path from the airburst altitude to the surface in a layered atmospheric model (see424

Garcia et al., 2016, for further details of the attenuation calculation). Here, we425

assume a vertical path through Mars’ atmosphere from the airburst altitude to426

the surface and define the total attenuation in terms of an attenuation factor β,427

where β is defined such that the ground velocity predicted on Mars is the ground428

velocity predicted on Earth multiplied by β. For our application β ranges from429

∼0.7 for the smallest high frequency airbursts, to ∼1 (negligible attenuation) for430

the largest airburst events.431

Equation 13 can now be modified for attenuation to determine the maximum432

detection range xdet for a given airburst yield:433

xdet =

√
Y γ

χ(2.748× 102αβ−1nv)1.738
(15)

where nv is the minimum detectable ground velocity, which is determined by the434

ambient noise acceleration spectral density pa according to (Havskov and Alguacil,435

2004):436

nv = 1.25
pa

2π
√
f1f2

√
f2 − f1 (16)

where f1 and f2 are the bandwidth of the signal of interest. Based on the predicted437

frequency content of the airbursts we set f1=0.1 Hz and f2=10 Hz. We use two438

simple noise models: a low noise case based on the Very Broad Band (VBB)439

seismometer performance at 1 Hz of 10−9 ms−2Hz−1/2; and a high noise case based440

on the Short Period (SP) seismometer performance at 10 Hz of 10−8 ms−2Hz−1/2
441

(Mimoun et al., 2016).442

Figure 11 summarises the detectability ranges for our predicted airburst source443

population. For a given airburst yield and noise level we estimate the maximum444

range xdet at which this could be detected, which is used to calculate the fraction445

of Mars fdet over which this event would be detectable according to (Teanby and446

Wookey, 2011) :447

fdet =
1− cos

(
min

[
π, xdet

rmars

])
2

(17)

The number of detectable airburst in each
√

2-width yield bin is then given by:448

ndet(Y ) = n(Y )fdet (18)

where n(Y ) is the airburst source population shown in Figure 10d, and is also449

defined incrementally in
√

2 bins.450

The overall estimated detection rates for each noise case are shown in Fig-451

ure 11f. For the high noise model, we predict ∼10 detectable airbursts per year,452
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whereas for the low noise case we predict ∼200 detectable airbursts per year.453

These estimates have an uncertainty of at least one order of magnitude. The pri-454

mary sources of uncertainty come from the coupling factor α, the attenuation455

factor γ, atmospheric attenuation, source population estimates, and uncertainties456

in modelling the airburst process.457

5 Conclusion458

We predict ∼10–200 detectable airburst events per year using InSight’s seismome-459

ters. Large, globally detectable events are unlikely to occur over the timescale of460

the nominal mission. Therefore, smaller regional events will act as an important461

statistical proxy for the larger meteoroid population. Airburst detection will con-462

tribute to the success of the Level 1 mission goal to “measure the rate of meteorite463

impacts on the surface of Mars”. For comparison, Panning (2016) summarise lit-464

erature estimates of predicted seismicity from other sources, namely marsquakes465

and impacts. On regional scales ∼100 marsquakes and ∼10 surface impacts are466

expected to be detectable per year, also with order of magnitude uncertainties.467

Therefore, airbursts provide comparable predicted activity and should be an im-468

portant seismic source.469

It is therefore imperative that we are able to recognise an airburst event in470

the seismic record. We discuss distinctive characteristics that provide evidence of471

the airburst phenomenon. These include both time- and frequency-domain observ-472

ables.473

We go on to estimate a detectable number of airbursts for InSight in a three-474

stage method. We firstly model the incident bolide population at the top of the475

martian atmosphere from direct observation of Earth’s impactor population, scaled476

for planetary radius, incident velocity and density of impactors (see equation 4).477

Secondly, using a physical understanding of the airburst-forming process, we478

derive an airburst population from the impactor population. We find that very479

large (>2 m) and very small (<0.1 m) incident objects, will tend to impact the480

surface. In the first instance, because they are not slowed in the atmosphere and do481

not have time to meet the criteria for the onset of deformation. In the latter case,482

because they are slowed sufficiently that the dynamic pressure never exceeds the483

compressive strength of the object. Only impactors in the energy range 10−5-100
484

kT TNT will result in an airburst and we expect ∼1000 events of this type per485

year.486

In the final stage, we take into account atmospheric attenuation, air-to-ground487

coupling inefficiencies and the instrument capability to estimate a detectable num-488

ber of events for InSight to be on the order of 10–200 per year.489

We caution that our analysis contains considerable uncertainties due to many490

poorly constrained aspects of the source population, airburst process, and energy491

propagation. Our estimates should therefore be regarded as order of magnitude492

only. However, despite these uncertainties airbursts could provide a viable seismic493

source for InSight.494
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Table 1 Selection of historical airbursts. Data from the Research and Development Support
Services (RDSS) project of the US Army Space and Missile Defense Command’s Monitoring
Research Programme (http://www.rdss.info/).

Name Date & time (UCT) Size Altitude (km) Yield (kt TNT) Entry velocity (km/s)

Chelyabinsk
15/02/13

17-20 m 23.3 500 18.6
03:20:26

Composition LL Chondrite. Entry angle: low

Oregon[RDSS] 19/02/08
- 28 ± 5 - -

13:30:31 ± 4

Antarctic[RDSS] 03/09/04
- 29 ± 5 33 ± 17 -

12:07:26.2 ± 0.8

Neuschwanstein[RDSS]
06/04/02

6 kg 31 ± 4 1.87
On entry: 20.95

20:20:17 Terminus: 2.4
Composition EL6 Enstatite Chondrite. Entry angle: 49◦

Table 2 Parameters used in the calculation of bolide velocity and ambient atmospheric den-
sity, both as a function of altitude. [1] - Bland and Artemieva (2006), [2] - Britt and Con-
solmagno (2003), [3] - Hodges (1957), [4] - Williams (2004a), [5] - Morrison et al. (1994),
[6] - Williams (2004b), [7] - Kuznetsova and Gritsevich (2014))

Parameter Iron OC CC

ρB (kg/m3) 7800[1] 3400[1] 2110[2]

θ (◦) 45

E
a
rt

h

CD 0.91[3]

H (km) 8.5[4]

ρ0 (kg/m3) 1.217[4]

V0 (km/s) 20[5]

M
a
rs

CD 0.91[3]

H (km) 11.1[6]

ρ0 (kg/m3) 0.020[6]

V0 (km/s) 15[7] 10[7] 10[7]
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Mach cone

Bolide

Airburst

Meteorite impact Air-to-ground coupled

seismic waves

Direct airwave

Sensor

Fig. 1 Summary of seismic and acoustic signals generated by airbursts. (A) acoustic waves
generated by the super-sonic atmospheric entry; (B) airbursts; (C) seismic waves generated
surface impacts; (D) Air-ground coupled seismic waves; and (E) direct airwaves. In this paper
we consider sources (B,D,E) with our main focus on air-ground coupled waves (D). Redrawn
from Edwards et al. (2008).
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C D

500 m100 m
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Fig. 2 Rare examples of possible surface evidence for airbursts: sites where darkening of the
surface was observed between successive images in a manner consistent with the dark blast
zones around new impact craters (see Daubar et al. (2016)), but a corresponding impact
crater is not observed. These might also be sites of aeolian activity, although the appearance
of the dark areas is distinct; or a crater might exist, but be so small as to not be resolved
by HiRISE. (A) HiRISE observation ESP 011505 1755 at -4.508 N, 254.337 E. (B) CTX ob-
servation P14 006559 1298 XN 50S055W at -50.057 N, 304.905 E. (C) HiRISE observation
ESP 027569 2310 at 50.473 N, 161.010 E. (D) HiRISE observation ESP 043679 2230 at 42.440
N, 272.015 E. HiRISE images are enhanced false colour, North is up, and all images have been
stretched for contrast.
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ORIGIN

1

0 0.72 1.44 2.16 2.88 3.6 4.321 5.041 5.761 6.481 7.201

ABKAR   BHZ

ABKAR   BHN

ABKAR   BHE

Seismic precursor Airwave arrival

Time (seconds x 10  )
3

Chelyabinsk

ABKAR

Fig. 3 Example of a broadband seismic record of the 2013, February 15th airburst event in
Chelyabinsk, Russia. Origin time was at 03:20UTC. This seismogram is taken from station
ABKAR in Kazakhstan (location, inset) and filtered with a band pass filter from 1-4Hz to
pick out the arrivals (arrows). It shows clearly the arrival of precursor seismic energy from the
ground coupled wave (D in Figure 1) and the slower direct airwave (E in Figure 1). BHE =
East component, BHN = North component, BHZ = Vertical component.
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Fig. 4 P and S wave amplitudes are plotted for earthquake sources, nuclear test explosion data
and bolide airburst sources. The data for the earthquake source comes from Alutu volcano in
the Ethiopian Rift (Wilks, 2016). Earthquakes were hand-picked and span a period of around
15 months. The traces had the instrument response deconvolved to give to velocity and were
then integrated to displacement. P amplitudes were measured from the maximum peak-to-
peak amplitude between the P-onset and the S-onset while S amplitudes were measured from
the maximum peak-to-peak amplitude within 2 seconds of the S arrival. Subterranean nuclear
test data from Crocker (1952). Airburst data are from the Oregon bolide and Chelyabinsk
superbolide events.
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Fig. 5 The first motion recorded on a seismogram for an airburst should always be compres-
sive. Panels A-C are examples showing this first motion for the airwave from IMS stations
E09A, F09A and G07A for the Oregon Bolide event. (D) - Results of first motion from 16 IMS
and USArray stations, including the examples in A-C. Back azimuth and distance are plot-
ted. Red circles indicate compressive first motion and blue represent dilational first motion.
IMS station F09A exhibits this unexpected dilational first motion which could be caused by
irregularities in the geology or local station parameters.
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Fig. 6 Stacked spectral ratios for (from top to bottom): the North/Vertical components,
East/Vertical components, East to North components and the average spectral ratio of each for
comparison. Observing the East/North ratio shows that the ratio is close to unity, indicating
that both horizontal components have been amplified by the same amount. Observing the
horizontal to vertical spectral ratios shows a broad amplification, peaking at 14Hz and a short
wavelength peak at 13Hz which need to be removed from the data to prevent spurious peaks
appearing in the Fourier Transform.
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Fig. 7 Corrected horizontal component data for the Oregon Bolide, showing the P-wave,
S-wave and direct Airwave arrivals. The expected trend of decreasing peak frequency with
increasing distance from the sub-terminal point is now observed; the only exception being the
S-wave arrival documented on the North-component seismogram.
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Fig. 8 Cumulative yield-frequency distribution of bolides incident on Mars. Our assumed
bolide source population is constrained by recent new crater observations (Malin et al., 2006;
Daubar et al., 2013) and is also consistent to within a factor of 3 with Hartmann (2005)’s
isochrons and a mapping of the Earth small impactor population (Brown et al. (2002)a) to
Mars. Note the the flattening of the observed crater-derived curves at low energies is due mainly
to the difficulty of detecting very small craters. Equivalent bolide diameters and atmosphere-
free crater diameters are also shown for comparison and were calculated assuming a represen-
tative density of 2570 kg m−3 and an impact velocity of 10.2 km s−1 (Williams et al., 2014).
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Fig. 9 Trajectories of objects entering the atmospheres of the Earth and Mars as a function
of their size. Vertical lines represent average values of strength for Carbonaceous (blue) and
Iron (red) meteors. The intersection of trajectory curves with these values marks altitude of
onset of deformation.
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Fig. 10 Airburst population. (a) The altitude where deformation begins (zdef ) and the al-
titude where the pancake criteria is met and the airburst occurs (za) for a range of bolide
compositions including irons, carbonaceous chondrites, ordinary chondrites, and an ”average”
composition midway between ordinary and carbonaceous chondrites. Grey areas indicate en-
ergies where airburst formation is less favourable: meteoroids with energies above 1 kT TNT
do not loose significant kinetic energy from drag during entry and deformation is slow enough
that they impact the surface before the pancaking criteria is met; whereas for energies below
10−5 kT TNT atmospheric drag reduces the velocity of the impactors so rapidly that the dy-
namic pressure never exceeds the material strength. (b) Equivalent bolide diameters assuming
the densities in Table 2. (c) Airburst yield, as defined by the kinetic energy remaining when de-
formation begins. The smallest impactors loose much of their kinetic energy from atmospheric
drag, whereas the larger impactors’ energies are largely unaffected. (d) Our final airburst source
population n, where n is the number or airbursts occurring in Mars’ atmosphere per year in
bins with a fractional width of

√
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Fig. 11 Airburst source properties as a function of airburst yield assuming a mean bolide den-
sity of 2750 kg m−3, a mean entry angle of 45◦, and a mean incident velocity of 10.2 km s−1. (a)
Deformation altitude (zdef ) and airburst altitude (za). (b) Dominant seismo-acoustic source
frequency based on Revelle (1997). (c) Atmospheric attenuation coefficient β. Note that the ex-
act value of β will depend on the temperature profile and prevailing wind (Garcia et al., 2016).
(d) Maximum ground-coupled Rayleigh wave detection range for a given yield using modified
scaling of Brown et al. (2002). (e) Corresponding fraction of Mars over which airburst is de-

tectable. (f) Number of detectable airbursts in
√

2 yield bins compared to the airburst source

population. Both low noise (10−9 ms−1Hz−1/2) and high noise (10−8 ms−1Hz−1/2) cases are
shown.


